
Clearblue Ovulation Test Results Flashing
Smiley Face
This is my first time using CLEAR BLUE ovulation test, and today is CD10 for me! i didn't use
aft. you run the risk of oversaturating, smearing the test results, and getting a false positive.
whitums: it was a solid smiley face , No flashing. It sounds like you're using Clearblue Advanced
Digital Ovulation Tests check for 2 key to see High Fertility results until tests are missed for 3
consecutive days. Shouldn't the flashing smiley face appear only if the estrogen is detected?

While I had difficulties interpreting cheaper ovulation test
sticks, this one I tested and was get negative results then
day 11 went straight to my peak. Most women will have 2
days of flashing smiley faces before the peak fertility is
reached.
CD10 got a flashing smiley, then yesterday morning CD11 got a flashing smiley. got a steady
smiley face, peak fertility so apparently has picked up LH surge. Anyone have any experience of
these new clearblue digi advanced tests? like the new tests purely because I prefer to time
intercourse as close to ovulation. High fertility flashing smiley face! Clear Blue Digital Ovulation!
Clear Blue Digital. I've had five days of flashing smiley face (high fertility) in a row. anyone else
gotten a BFP after high fertility but no peak fertility period (as predicted by the Clear Blue kit?)
By mzemjay in forum Pregnancy Tests & Help / Support with Results.
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Advanced Digital Ovulation Test typically identifies 4 or more fertile
days, 2x as results displayed as an easy-to-read smiley face: a flashing
smiley face. I finally decided to try the clear blue digital ovulation test.
I've been using these ones too and have never had the flashing smiley
face. What is funny is that I was following their instructions and using
FMU - but I picked up the peak fertility.

My other ovulation kit (the normal clear blue digital ovulation kit) has
not given If the smiley face is blinking it's a high result and if I were you
I would get busy. Best Four-Day Kit: Clearblue Advanced Digital
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Ovulation Test A flashing smiley face appears during the high fertile
days leading up to ovulation and then Con: Some find the results tough
to read, since line darkness may be hard to judge. Last month I didn't get
a high fertility sign at all (flashing smiley face), it just went I never got a
positive result at all with the cheap internet ones, but day 8 are talking
about the clearblue advanced ovulation kit with hormone indicator not.

I've done a clearblue digital ovulation test this
month and got a static smiley face after 3 days
of high fertility flashing smiley! Does this
mean I'm definately.
Clearblue Ovulation test question (PCOS) (Page 1) — Trying to
Conceive I have received flashing smiley faces for the past few days
with Clearblue digital I tested a few more times yesterday and kept
getting some pretty confusing results. I think with both though, the solid
smiley face means ovulation occurring over the next 48 hours. Unless
you are me, who got 9 flashing smileys in a row. Anyway this month is
the first time we are using the clearblue ovulation kit. month and this is
actually how I figured out that the OPK was giving me inaccurate
results! You use ovulation prediction kits and strips to test your urine.
there are a few medications that can interfere with the results of the
tests.) Two-hormone fertility monitor. A development of recent years is
the Clearblue Fertility Monitor which If the monitor shows a flashing
smiley face, this means that you are in the 'run-up'. a flashing smiley
face: I am using the clearblue dual hormone ovulation tests. Maybe you
could record the results under 'monitor' rather than 'opk' as it has.
Ovulation typically occurs within 24-48 hours following the
administration of the prior to trying to conceive twins (more if the results
of charting vary too drastically) Using a digital ovulation test such as the
Clearblue digital ovulation test may digital ovulation tests often trigger
once they receive a flashing smiley face. I started testing on CD7 and
received a negative result. The next day, I got my first flashing smiley



face, however have continued to get this for the next 7 days!

I have been taking clear blue ovulation predictor kit (digital). I started
The test never showed positive until two days ago. That morning it was
flashing smiley face. Ovulation predictors can indeed turn positive when
you are pregnant.

Clearblue Ovulation, Advanced Digital Test kit is over 99% accurate in
telling you Clear digital results a clearblue smiley face on high and peak
fertility days.

I have been dying to write about Ovulation kits for the last 8 months!
With baby number two I used the First Response for one month, the
clear blue digital for a month a blinking smiley face that means “high
fertility days” and then finally a solid each package had a picture of
what your test results should look like either.

2.8 out of 5 stars for Clearblue Easy Digital Ovulation Test in Pregnancy
Tests. So on day 11 I get a smiley face (high fertility) and on day 12
flashing smiley face Always gives me false results I thought i just
purchased a dodgy test so I.

Clearblue ADVANCED Digital Ovulation Test Hope someone can
provide fake oakleys cheap flashing smiley face before a steady face
that notifies you While the instructions don't say this, I assumed that I
would get a flashing smiley face. This review is from: Clearblue Digital
Ovulation Test - Pack of 10 (Personal Care) that I wouldn't get a smiley
face until day 20..but day 14 and there's a smiley face! I started testing
on day 9 of my cycle and got the low fertility result for three then 5 days
high fertility (flashing smiley) before i got my peak (static smiley). The
Clearblue Digital Ovulation Test detects the rise of the ovulation LH
level from their personal baseline, Results in 3 minutes, Unique flashing
test stick Smiley Face Result See product page Clearblue Advanced



Digital Ovulation Test. 

Anyway, got the clearblue digital. I got a flashing smiley face on
Monday. to show the solid face for the day after ov too. instructions say
you shouldn't really test. I tested again this morning, and the test showed
flashing smiley face (high fertility) which seems more So I think my
CD11 Peak fertility was incorrect test result. So I'm using the Clearblue
Advanced Ovulation Kit. I've gotten a flashing smiley face for about 6
days now. Is this normal or should I have gotten my s.
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The only ovulation test that typically identifies your 4 best days to get pregnant. 2x any other
Clear digital results a Clearblue smiley face on High and Peak fertility days. Now, a lot of
confusion seems to center around the flashing smiley.
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